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The novel Demian marks a chronological boundary between
two segments of Hermann Hesse* s work* separating his earlier
period of lyrical romanticism from the period of self-search¬
ing and social criticism which followed.

Shattered by a

series of crises in his personal life and disillusioned over
the catastrophe of the war,; Hesse went ihrough a period of
re-evaluation of his work which resulted in new tendencies
and influences.

In particular, the influence of Fietzsche

became prominent in his fictional work as well as in his
political essays.

Hesse's expression of Fietzschean ideas

in the political essays of 1917-1918 and in the essay "Eigensinri* (1219) , and his stylistic imitation of Fietzsche in
"Zarathustras V/iederkehi*' (1919) reveal the extent of this
influence.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the Fietzschean themes in

Demian $ to examine Hesse's treatment and

development of these themes, in particular- their literacy
crystallization.
Three principal themes can be discerned in De man which
reveal the influence of ITietzschean ideas.

The dichotomy

between the "dark1 and "light' worlds, which develops into
the moral conflict between the ‘'accepted' values of the
bourgeois world and the ” forbidden!' elements of the subcon¬
scious, is associated with the apollinian-dionysian dichotomy
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of Hietzsche.

The concept of individuation, which forms

the major theme of Hie work,
amor fati.

is built upon a ITietzschean

Finally, the theme of Abraxas, who represents

the resolution of the dichotomy of the

11

light'* and

n

dark'

worlds, is associated with a dionysian affirmation of the
role of destruction in life, an acceptance of the validity
of demonic elements in the human soul.
At the end of the novel, the consequences of the ITietz¬
schean ideal are applied to the fate of Europe.

The war

of self-destruction is to pave the way for a new order.
There is a discordant note in the prophecy of a new social
order after the development throughout the novel of the idea
of ITietzschean individuation, which is antagonistic to the
concept of social progress.
Hesse accepts ITietzschean principles in the domain of
the soul and its development, but is unwilling to apply
them consistently in the domain of social affairs.

The novel Demian (written. 1917, published 1919) marks
the chronological boundary between two segments of Heimann
Hesse*s work.

The lyrical romanticism of the works before

Demian stands in sharp contrast to the search for inner
security and reconciliation with the outer world which is
the underlying problem in Demian. Siddharthat and Steonenwolf.
Hesse had undergone a period of disillusionment during
the war, the depressing effect of which was intensified by

a

series of crises in his personal life.

His attempt to

find security in his marriage had ended in failure; his wife
had become mentally unstable and had been comnitted to an
institution; finally, the death of his father and the illness
of his son drove Hesse to such a state of despair that he
himself was forced to seek psychiatric aid.^

The ensuing

treatment in the sanatorium Sonnmatt near Lucerne, and espe¬
cially the psychiatric sessions with Dr. Joseph B. Lang,

a

disciple of C, G, Jung, had a profound effect on Hesse’s

literary development.

The experience of self-analysis led

to a re-evaluation of his work.2
^Gôppert-Spanel, “Heimann Hesse's ’Jerk als Spiegel
seiner Seelenentwickiung,*' Universitas, VI (1951), 641 ff.
2

Ri chard B, Matzig, Heimann Hesse in Ifontagnola (Basel,
1947), 15. See also Hugo Ball, Hermann Hesset Sein Leben
und sein Jerk (Zurich, 1947) , 157.
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The major theme of Hesse's work from this period on is
the search for self-assured introversion,

Sinclair seeks

self-knowledge, the understanding' of his own character and
fate; for only through this understanding can he willingly
accept his fate and thereby find meaning in his existence.
This search is Hesse's

nach Innen.3

in the prologue to

Demi an T this central theme is stated as follows: "Das Leben
jedes Menschen ist ein ïïeg zu sich selber hin, der Versuch
eines V/eges, die Andeutung eines Pfades,

Kein Mensch ist

jemals ganz und gar er selbst gewesen; jeder strebt dennoch,
es zu werden, einer dumpf, einer lichter, jeder wie er kann,"^
Hesse *s formulation of the central theme of Demi an as
SelbstwerdenT and the concept of the self as an ideal or goal
toward which one must strive, will require further investiga-.
tion, which will follow after some discussion of Hesse's de¬
velopment of this theme.
It is clear that the impulse for this

new turn in Hesse's

writing was his experience with psychiatric treatment.

Hesse

became very interested in psychiatric theory, and read some
of the works of Freud as well as absorbing the essentials of
Jungian theory from Dr, Lang.

The major influences respon¬

sible for psychoanalytical elements in Demi an stem from Jung
rather than Freud, although Hesse himself has acknowledged
%atzig, 15.
^Hermann Hesse, GesammeIte Dichtungen (Berlin and Frank¬
furt a. M.: Suhrkamp Verlag. 1952), III. 102. All references
to Hesse in this paper are to this edition.
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■the influence of Freud, while making little or no reference
to Jung.5
The influence of Jung manifests itself on two levels
in Demi an.

On the level of motivation, Jungian theory

the source of the central theme of the novels

is

the ideal of

the development of the individual personality, which Hesse
identified with the treg rtach Irinen of ITovalis.

On a less

fundamental level, hut still very important in the form and
actual construction of the novel, is the concept of symboli¬
zation.

This, as Malte Dahrendorf has pointed out, is not

only a major cornerstone of Jung’s theory, hut also a major
point in which Jung diverges from Freud.®
Jung* s proposition was that the subconscious mind
creates a symbol, for example the mother image, as an ob¬
ject of its drives and desires.

îVhereas Freud saw the real

physical mother as the actual object of these desires, Jung
interpreted the mother-symbol as the "projected libido" of
the subconscious mind,7

In other words, the symbol itself

is a creation of the mind which has the function of channel¬
ing certain drives by giving them a point of fixation.

By

the creation of these symbols, the mind furthers its devel¬
opment, a process which Jung called " Individuation!1.

They

^Malte Dahrendorf, "Hermann Hesse’s Demi an und C. G. Jung
Germanisch-Bomanische Monats schrift. H, S. Vll (1958), 81.
See also Malte Dahrendorf, Per Entwicklungsroman bei Hermann
Hesse (Hamburg, 1955), 66ff, 122f.
^Dahrendorf, " Deni an und Jung," 87.
^Dahrendorf, "Demian und Jung," 88f.
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are egressions of an inner force, by means of which one
frees himself from his parents, becomes “himself*1, and
develops his own personality.

This is possible precisely

because the mother-symbol is not the real mother, and there¬
fore diverts a part of the child's natural attraction to
his mother, fixing it on the mother-symbol, which is actually
a part of himself.
This concept of “ Individuation!* bears a great similarity
to Hesse's V/eg nach Innen.

Hot only is the goal in each case

the inner development of the individual, but the form of
this development also is the same.

Sinclair’s development,

his Weg nach Innen, is portrayed as the discovery, or the
creation, of new symbols, each embodying the ideal or direc¬
tion of his striving.
It has not been established with certainty that Hesse
had read the works of Jung at the time that he wrote Demian,
but there is no doubt that he was exposed to all of these
ideas in the person of Dr. Lang, and that Demian contains
t

much which resulted directly from their conversations.
Sinclair's conversations with Pistorius may be the literary
representation of these sessions, and Pistorius himself may
be iir.part a representation of Dr. Lang.**

Pistorius opens

to Sinclair the world of symbols, which provides him with
the way to his innermost soul.

Pistorius* dream was, as

^Dahrendorf, “Demian und Jung," 89.

Sinclair realized, "ein Priester zu sein, die neue Religion
zu verkhnden, neue Fonnen der Eihebung, der Liebe und Anbetung zu geben,

neue Symbole aufzurichten. . . •

Sein Amt

war vielleicht, Menschen zu sich selbst fbhren zu helfen,
wie er es mit mir getan batte’1 (IH, 220) •
Almost every major figure in the work is more symbol
than reality, except possibly Sinclair himself.

Demian,

Frau Eva, Beatrice, and Abraxas are symbolic crystallizations
of Sinclair’s inner drives, the greatest of which is the need
for growth and development of his personality.
A second influence on Hesse which must be mentioned is
that of Gnosticism,®

The mysticism and the promise of self-

knowledge which are powerful elements in Gnosticism play
an important role in Demian as elements of Sinclair’s indivi?
duation, the most striking example being the figure of
Abraxas.

This gnostic divinity, which unites in one entity

the forces of good and evil, serves as the symbol of complete
inner knowledge and unity, the ideal to which Sinclair comes
to devote himself.
In addition to Abraxas, several other Gnostic elements
are used in a symbolic

manner in Demian.

The concept of

the Kainiten. the ” chosen!' few who affirm the role of evil
in the world, comes from a Gnostic sect of that name.

The

figure of the mothe3>goddess Frau Eva and the fire-gazing of
%£atzig, 21ff.
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Pistorius contain mystical elements which betray gnostic
influence•
A third influence, the appearance of vfoich is an
especially striking manifestation of the change in Hesse*s
outlook, is the philosophy of Nietzsche.

In Demian this

appears as a strong central theme, showing not only the
influence of Nietzsche*s ideas, from which a writer of this
time can scarcely have escaped, but a coherent artistic
expostulation of Nietzschean philosophy, which itself forms
a major structural element of the novel
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the Nietz¬
schean themes in Demian, to examine closely Hesse* s treat¬
ment and development of the Nietzschean ideas, and to discuss
in particular the literary crystallizations of these ideas;
than is, their formalization in the work itself.

The nature

and depth of the Nietzschean influence will become clear as
a result or this investigation.

The degree to which Hesse

modified or transformed the Nietzschean concepts in Hie
process of integrating them into his own world-view will
also become apparent.
The presence of Nietzschean influence in Demian has
been recognized by many critics, but seldom fully discussed.
Richard Hatzig sees in Demian “eine dichterische Formwerdung
des Archetypus Zarathustra, dem Nietzsche * fcbermenschliche

lOciarence Boersma, '*The Educational Ideal in the Works
of Hermann Hesse'* (University of Michigan Ph. D, Disserta¬
tion, 1949) , University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 267.
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Ztge’ geliehen." I1

Edmund Gnefkow notes that "Sinclairs

•Bund* recht eindeutig ITietzschesche Zfcge tr&gt, verraehrt
urn ursprfmglich Romantisches^

According to Hans Rudolf

Schmid, "eine gewisse îAhnlichkeit zwischen den Gesichtem
Demi ans und Zarathustras in * Zarathustras V/iederkehr’

(1920)

kfcnnte den Gedanken aufkommen lassen, Demian stelle ein ’fibermens chliches Wunschbild dar." ^

Another similarity* was noted

by* Eberhard Hilscher: " In der Absage an das ÏJberlieferte,
der Eulturkritik erinnern • • . viele Passagen im Demian an
Nietzsche."14
The most extensive discussion of the influence of Nietzschean ideas in Demian, however, is given by* Clarence Boersma..
In a chapter entitled "Main Influences in Hesse’s Thought" he
calls Demian a "thoroughly* Nietzschean work," expressing thetenets of Nietzschean morality "with clarity and force."

He

associates the Nietzschean influence with the fact that
Demian reflects a thorough break with Hesse’s past, an "aban¬
donment to art without consideration for the social order he
had hitherto honored."1^

while it is questionable whether

Demian represents an " abandonment to art," it is certainly

^Matzig, 29.
Edmund Gnefkow, Hermann Hesse.
i. Br., 1952), 75.

Biosrranhie (Freiburg:

^Hans Rudolf Schmid, Hennann Hesse (Frauenfeld and
Leipzig, 1928), 145.
14

Eberhard Hilscher, "Heimann Hesses Weltanschauung,"
Weimarer Beitràsre. Ill (1958), 379.
1

%oersraa, 266.

s
true that it is a break with the past* and especially with
the social order*
Boersma notes, without detailed substantiation, that
“all of the basic teachings of Nietzsche occur here, except
A
eternal recurrence." IS
Ee detects similarities between
Hesse’s "lichte Veit" and “dunkle Welt" and Nietzsche’s apollinian and dionysian worlds • He cites as especially Nietzschean the legitimacy of instincts, as opposed to the Christian
moral structure based on negative precepts: "Thou shalt not
covet," etc*
Boersma detects, on the other hand, a striking lack in
Hesse of the "jubilant freedom!’ of Nietzsche.^7 This jubi¬
lant freedom, however, is not to be found unreservedly ex¬
pressed in Nietzsche, Jubilant praise of strength is
certainly present in Also Sorach Zarathustra. and Die Fr6hliche Wissenschaft proclaims the joy of accepting fate; but
behind this joy lies not real freedom, but necessity. Nietz¬
sche’s freedom is limited: he may accept his fate or not.
And this is precisely what is expressed in Demi an. Nietzsche's
fatalism is fully as strong as that in Demi an, as witness the
following passage: "Du musst an das Fatum glauben,—dazu
kann die Y/issenschaft dich zwingen. Was dann aus diesem
Glauben bei dir heraustfàchst—Feigheit, Ergebung oder G ross¬
ertigke it und Freimuth—, das legt Zeugniss von dem Erdreich
^Boersma, 267 •
17Boersma, 268.
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sib, in vrelches jenes Saraenkorn gestreut wurde; nicht àber
vom Samenkorn selbst—denn sus ihm kann Ailes und Jedes
werden.’1-^

Although "Wissenschaft“ can force one to believe

in fate, it cannot make one accept it: thus the uncertainty
about the result of this belief.

Acceptance of fate produces

“Grossartigkeit und Freimuth," denial “Feigheit und Ergebnng
Nietzsche*s "jubilant freedonf' is the freedom to accept, to
conquër fate by affilming it.
Also evident in

Demi an, according to Boersma, is a lack

of full acceptance of the Nietzschean precept that violence
is the very essence of life.

Hesse seems to accept the Nietz¬

schean “Herrenmoral“ and " Wille zur Macht" in the world of
the spirit but not in the world of flesh and blood.^

This

point will be discussed further in this paper, but it should
be mentioned here that it is questionable whether Nietzsche
himself intended his '‘Herrenmoral11 to be applied elsewhere
than in the world of the spirit .20
In the domain of the spirit Hesse is as aristocratic as
Nietzsches

those with the mark of Cain are a select few;

they are masters, and therefore have a separate morality.
Yet, according to Boersma, Hesse turns in the last chapter to
a “more democratic moral imperative.“

Boersma suggests that

^Friedrich Nietzsche, Gesammelte Werke (Munich: Musarion Verleg, 1925), IX, 164
'All references to Nietzsche in
this paper are to this edition.
ISBoersma, 269.
20pOr a more complete discussion of this problem, see A.
Wolf, The Philosophy of Nietzsche, 2nd ed. (London, 1923),
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this may be Hesse’s '"Uberwindung der Herrenmoral.“21

This

topic also will be discussed in this paper.
Hesse had read Nietzsche while in Basel and had read
Zarathustra even during the years in Tübingen.

Ball notes

several parallels between Hermann Lauscher and the early
works of Nietzsche .22

Nietzschean ideas begin to appear in

Hesse’s essays of 1917 and 1918, particularly in those treat¬
ing political or semi-political themes.

In “Krieg und Frieden"

(1918), he expresses his hope for mankind in unmistake ably
Nietzschean terms: “Der Mensch ... ist etwas YTerdendes,
ein Versuch, eine Ahnung und Zukunft, Y/urf und Sehnsucht der
Natur nach neuen Formen und Môglichkeiten."

In the same

essay he exposes a facet of his egocentricity which also
betrays the influence of Nietzsche: “Das ’Du so list nicht
t&tenj* ist nicht das starre Gebot eines lehrhaften ’Altruismus* •

Altruismus ist etwas, was in der Natur nicht vorkommt.

Und ”Du so list nicht fôtenl* heisst nicht: du sollst dem
Andem nicht weh tunl

Es heisst: du sollst dich selbst des

Andem nicht berauben, du sollst dich selbst nicht schâdigeni” (VIT, 118)

In “Das Reich’ (1918) appears the assertion

that the defeated Germany must “in sich gehen ... und in
sich, zu innerst wird es unzerstbrt sein eigenes YYesen finden,
und dies Y/esen wird seinem Schicksal nicht entfliehen wollen,
sondem ja zu ihm sagen . • ...’’(VU, 131).

2*Boersma, 270.
22Ball,:i23, 100.

Since his personal

IX
crisis and his study of Nietzsche, the willing acceptance of
fate had become a central element of Hesse*s personal philo¬
sophy, and the strength of his commitment to this principle
can be judged by the fact that he recommends it to the German
nation.
Hesse* s strongest praise of individualism is to be found
in the essay

,,

Eigensinn!, C1919): "Und fttr den Menschen gibt

es nur einen naf&rlichen Standpunkt, nur einen nat&rlichen
Massstab.

Es ist der des Eigensinnigen.

... fVir ihn

lebt nichts als das stille, unweigerliche Gesetz in der eigenen Brust • • .“ (VII, 200) •

This doctrine of individuation,

which shows close kinship with Nietzsche* s precept of amor
fati, became the keynote of Hesse*s development.

n

Der Kensch

aber, der einmal den Mit zu sich selber geftthlt und die Stimme
seines eigenen Schicksals gehbrt hat ... Sein 'Eigensinn*
1st wie der tiefe, herrliche, gottgewollte Eigensinn jedes
Gr ash alms auf nichts anderes gerichtet als auf sein eigenes
Wachstum.

'Egoismus*, wenn man will'* (VII, 1S8) .

Prom this

time onward, this statement can be taken as Hesse's credo.
His prime, almost his exclusive interest is the growth of his
own personality.
ent ways

"

Nietzsche said the same thing in a differ¬

'Das—ist nun mein Y/eg,—wo ist der eure?* so

antwortete ich denen, welche mich *nach dem Y/ege* fragten.
Den Weg rfèmlich—den gibt es nicht'.'* (XIII, 251)
In " Zarathustras Wiederkehr1'

(1919), Hesse not only

borrowed the Nietzschean character Zarathustra, but couched
his entire argument in a thoroughly Nietzschean formulation,
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employing Nietzsche's incisive, agressive style as well as,
superficially, the form of Also Snrach Zarathustra.
As far as structure is concerned, 'IZarathustras Triederkehi41 is modelled exactly after the first part of Also Snrach
Zarathustra. in which Zarathustra returns from his mountain
hermitage to his homeland to share his wisdom with the people.
The structure is that of a series of "Reden," a chain of mono¬
logues which derives its continuity of form from the person
of Zarathustra, its continuity of content from the consisten¬
cy of his teaching. This is essentially the form of the four
gospels of the New Testament 5 it is ideally suited to the
expostulation of a doctrine, especially one of messianic im¬
port, The wandering from place to place, the vagueness or
irrelevance of time, the impersonality and transience of the
audience serve to emphasize the only remaining unifying ele¬
ment: that is, the person of Zarathustra, and thereby his
teaching.
The language of " Zarathustras Y/iederkehr" is also
modelled after Nietzsche's language in Also Snrach Zarathustra.
In contrast to his usual carefully structured style, which is
based on the architecturally complete sentence as the funda¬
mental unit of communication, Hesse imitates Nietzsche's
choppy, aggressive, intensely emphatic presentation in short
sentences of simple construction, the actual unit of communi¬
cation being the paragraph.

(This also is the style of the

gospels, and is related to the messianic character of the
form.) "Darin bin ich Zarathustra, dass ich Zarathustras

. I3
Schicksal erkannt habe.
babe.
Leben.

Darin, class ich sein Leben gelebt

Tfenige erkennen ihr Schicksal.
Lemet euer Leben zu leben!

erkennen!”

(VII, 206)

Wenige leben ihr
Lemet euer Schicksal

Another consequent feature of the

messianic form which is to be seen in this example is the
frequent use of the imperative in the plural familiar, which
also tends to encourage the use of short, simple sentences.
Hesse also makes use of certain devices common to this
form, such as a frequent employment of simile as a means of
conveying vivid, concrete impressions of abstract ideas:
"Schicksal aber, feber das man klagt, ist noch nicht das
unsre, ist ein uns Fremdes und Feindliches, ist ein fremder
Gott und biôser G$tze, der uns aus dem Dunkel mit Schicksal
bewirft vie mit vergifteten Pfeilen” (VU, 206) . "Wenn ihr
einen Glockenton hbren wo lie t, so nüïsset ihr nicht an ein
Blech schlagen.

Und wenn ihr die Flbte blasen wollet, so

d&rfet ihr den Mund nicht an einen 7/einschlauch legend (VU,
204) .

This use of simile as a pedagogical device is thor¬

oughly exploited in Also Sorach Zarathustra.

Describing one

of the three metamorphoses of the spirit, Zarathustra says:
“Ailes diess Schwerste niramt der tragsame Geist auf sich:
dem Kamele gleich, das beladen in die w’&ste eilt, also eilt
er in seine ïrtiste” (XIII, 26) .

And speaking of the virtue of

accepting death at the proper time: “Wahrlich, nicht will
ich den Seildrehern gleich en: sie ziehen ihren Faden in die
Lènge und gehen dabei selber immer rfickw&rts” (XIII, 91) •
This device is also used by Hesse in its most elementary form:
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the simple parabolic expression.
tKinglingel

”H6ret auf mit den Klagen,

Hôret auf mit den Kindertr'ànen um den Abschied

von der Mutter und vom stissen Brotî

Iiernet bitteres Brot

essen, Brot der Mànner, Brot des SchicksalsJ” (VII, 221)
This radical departure from

his usual style in favor

of the imitation of Nietzsche is an indication that Hesse
must have intended "-Zarathustras V/iederkehi” for a special
purpose: indeed, his choice of this style indicates that
his purpose is pedagogical, «just as was Nietzsche*s in taking
over the style of the gospels.
Many critics have interpreted Hesse* s imitation of
Nietzsche as nothing more than an attempt to get the atten¬
tion of the German youth in order to get his message across.
According to Peter Heller, in "The Ideology of Hermann Hesse”:
**Actually, Hesse's message, though couched in the ambiguous
and agressive pathos of Nietzschean diction, was one of peace,
good will, and acceptance of the situation in which the Reich
found itself in 1918.”23

better interpretation, I believe,

is that Hesse recognized the form of Also Sprach Zarathustra
as a potent pedagogical device well suited to the message
that he wanted to deliver, and that the possible attraction
which the Nietzschean style might hold for the German youth,
although certainly a consideration, was only secondary.
Heller's statement that Hesse's message was one of
23peter Heller, "The Writer in Conflict with his Age.
A Study in the Ideology of Hermann Hesse.” Monatshefte,
XLVT (1954), 141.
.
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"acceptance of the situation in which the Reich found itself1
is undeniable; hut it is nevertheless a slight distortion to
emphasize acceptance of the situation, when Hesse* s message
actually was that Germany should accept the wav that lay
before her.

" Lemet euer Leben zu lebenï

Le met euer S chick-

sal erkennen!" is not an admonition to static, passive accept¬
ance of a condition; it is an exhortation to active pursuit
of the fated course of self-development, to the search for
the higher existence which is intrinsic in all mankind.

This

exhortation is intimately related to Hesse*s belief in indi¬
viduality: "Jedes Gute und Frohe und Zeugende auf Erden ist
• • . zu ich gewordenes Schicksal" (VII, 207) •
Thus Hesse’s message in " Zarathustras V/iederkehr" is
actually a Nietzschean message, although Hesse emphasizes
those aspects of Hietzsche which are less readily interpreted
as exhortations to violence in human affairs.

Joseph Mileck

correctly sees Demian and "Zarathustras V/iederkehr" as "bora
of a different spirit than the other ... works (Klein und
Wagner, Blick ins Chaos, and Siddhertha), of a Hietzschean
spirit with its passionate desire for self-knov;ledge and
self-realization." 24
Hesse’s true reverence for Hietzsche and his ideas is
clearly expressed in the following passage: "... derm
nun erkannten sie die Stimme wieder, die einst, wie aus
^Joseph Mileck, Hermann Hesse and his
Hill, 1958), 74.

Critics (Chapel
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heiligen Gébirgen her, in ihre erste Jugend get&nt und der
Stimme eines uribekannten Gottes geglichen hatte" (VIE, 204) .
It seems very likely that this is a direct reference to
Nietzsche himself.

The entire essay is constructed upon the

Nietzschean concepts of Eigensinn and amor fati, and even the
doctrine of the ffbemensch is presented in undistorted clari¬
ty;

"Glaubet nicht, dass die 7/e It me hr Verbesserung n&tig

habe, als dass je und je einige Menschen auf ihr wandeln—
nicht Vieh, nicht Herde, sondem einige Menschen, einige
von den Seltenen, die uns begT&cken, so wie ein Vogelflug
und ein Baum am Meere uns beglttckt—einfach dadurch, dass
sie da sind, dass es solche gibt,

7/enn ihr ehrgeizig sein

wollt, J&nglinge, so geizet nach dieser Ehrei" (VII, 223f)
The essay is far from a mere pacifistic lecture disguised
in Nietzschean language.

As Ball points out, "das E&chlein

ist ein Beweis fdr hohe Freundschaften unter Toten und
immer Lebendigen."25

jn his essay "Dank an Goethe" (1932)

Hesse states: "Kein anderer Schriftsteller ausser Nietzsche
hat mich je so besch'àftigt" (VII, 376) .

He was fascinated

by Nietzsche's unyielding struggle against philistinism, his
scepticism towards the accepted values of society, and above
all by his defiant proclamation of the value of the individual
in contrast to the herd .25
2

%all, 186.

26See also Hilscher, 379.
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In Demian also there are many passages which hear' a
stylistic resemblance to llietzsche.

Here the similarity

Is more apparent in the aphoristic mode of expression used
by Demian in speaking to Sinclair:
gar keinen Wert, gar keinen.
weg.

M

Das kluge Reden hat

Kan kommt nur von sich selber

Von sich selber wegkommen ist Sftnde.

Man muss sich

in sich selber \$llig verkriechen kènnen wie eine Schildkr&te?* (IH, 160) .

This passage also exemplifies the use of

short, simple sentences structured into a paragraph which
is the basic unit of communication, as *rell as the use of
simile to lend concreteness to the point.

The effect of

this is that Demian, like Zarathustra, speaks in aphorisms,
Sinclair himself takes a similar tone in speaking to
Knauer:

11

Ich weiss von Geistern mar gar nichts, ich lebe

in meinen Trôumen, und das hast du gesp&rt.

Die anderen

Leute leben auch in Tr&umen, aber nicht in ihren eigenen, das
1st der Unterschied* (III, 207f) .

Other passages, usually

thought-monologues of Sinclair, resemble the Eietzschean
style in their intensity and violence, such as the following
outcry:

u

Ein Fïihrer hat mich verlassen.

Finstem.

Ich stehe ganz im

Ich kann keinen Schritt allein tun,

Eilf mirj"

(IH, 223)
Most of the stylistic similarities to ITietzsche, how¬
ever, appear in the speeches of Demian.

This fact, along

with other characteristics such as the similarity in facial
character between Demian and Zarathustra noted by Fans
Rudolf Schmid, indicate that Demian may be modelled, at
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least in part, on the figure of Zarathustra.
Demian is the spokesman in the novel of all of the
Nietzschean ideas which appear, especially those dealing
with morality.

There is also something reminiscent of

Zarathustra in the descriptions of Demian, in the coldness
of his eye, in the " stille Leere, ’Ather und Stemenraunf’
which surround him at times (IH-, 161) .

Especially in the

scene of the dying horse, in which Demian observes a horse
which has collapsed in the street, is a Zarathustra-like
detachment and lack of pity apparent in his manner: “Sein
Blick schien auf den Kopf des Pferdes gerichtet und hatte
wieder diese tiefe, stille, beinah fanatische und doch
leidenschaftslose Aufnerksamkeit” (III, 147) .

Although this

is far from positive proof that Demian is a Nietzsche-figure,
or a Zarathustra-figure, it is not unlikely that something
of Nietzsche or Zarathustra went into his makeup.
In one of the three passages in which Nietzsche is men¬
tioned by name, Hesse acknowledges his respect for Nietzsche
in having Sinclair recall: “ Ich . . . ftthlte die Einsamkeit
seiner Seele, witterte das Schicksal, das ihn unaufhaltsam
trieb, ... und war selig, dass es einen gegeben hatte, der
so unerbittlich seinen »/eg gegangen wai*‘ (III, 225) «

This

statement defines the place which Nietzsche took in the
development of the theme of individuation in Demian. and
indicates the importance of Nietzschean ideas in the novel.
The_ key problem of the novel is expressed in the lines:
“Ich wollte ja nichts als das zu leben versuchen, was von
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selber aus mir heraus wolite.
(XIX, 189f)

Warum war das so sehr schwer?'*

This acknowledgment of amor fati is itself an

acceptance of the Nietzschean ideal, and at the same time an
un-Nietzschean acknowledgment of weakness; Nietzsche is pre¬
sented as a holy example, a saint or prophet to whom one who
travels his own “ Vfeg nach Innen can look for inspiration.
The Nietzschean influence in Demi an is evident in
several major themes, which can be isolated as follows: the
polarity between the “dark?' and ’‘light1* worlds; the three¬
fold theme of Eigensim, Schicksal. and 7/ille. which may be
considered as one theme under the concept of individuation;
and the theme of Abraxas, who represents the resolution of
the polarity between the two worlds.
Hesse* s world of “Liebe und Strenge,

. • • milder Glanz*

Klarheit und Sauberkeit,” in short the world of order, is
contrasted with the ’* other world!* of chaos and disorder.
This contrast, as Boersma noted, can be associated with the
basic dichotomy between the apollinian and dionysian worlds
of Nietzsche.

The apollinian world, according to Nietzsche,

is a construction of the human mind designed to impose some
order, or some semblance of order, on the dionysian chaos (III,
33) .

In Demi an. the Mrgerliche V/elt is the world of order,

and it is also the “good” world, the “ erlaubte Nelt.“

The

emphasis in Demian is on a rebellion against this imposed
order, against the fact that only this side of life is *'erlaubt’* ; on an affirmation of the existence and validity of
the chaotic world. '
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Let us examine the development of this dichotomy.

The

character of Sinclair's early childhood and family life is
minutely and carefully described, with a nostalgic tone of
sweetness and light.

His existence is one of warm security,

bforgerliches Geborgensein. love and obedience.

This image

forms the foundation from vfaich the development of the novel
and of Sinclair's personality proceeds.

The "dark?' world

appears as an intrusion on this idyllic state, and is repre¬
sented at first as a dark, mysterious "other world" of which
Sinclair receives only faint hints and suggestions.

He

senses its presence on the edges of his protected existence,
as chaos, Pèmonie. as negation of the orderliness and "good¬
ness* of his " lichte Welt."

Only gradually does the " dark

world* assume the dimensions of reality, as it inexorably
draws Sinclair into its whirlpool of life, and away from the
waimth, peace, and security of his childhood.

The two con¬

ceptual poles thus portrayed are crystallized in the appel¬
lations "lichte Welt' and "dunkle Welt," and the conflict
between these two poles, as it takes place in Sinclair's
soul, forms the essential content of the novel.
This theme of polarity is developed further in Demi an,
with the moral factor gradually assuming predominance.

The

essential "goodness" of the world of home and parents, love
and duty is contrasted to the questionable, if not complete¬
ly evil at least amoral, character of the world outside.
That Hesse distinguishes a moral conflict between the
*

t

two worlds, associating the one with accepted Christian and
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"bourgeois values, the other with everything questionable, unsauctioned, or forbidden, is an indication of the moral force
which, he felt in this dichotomy.

It represents an analysis

of his break with the past, with the values of his parents
and the "bourgeois social order.

He even associates

11

Seele"

with the " lichte Welt,1* which indicates that he must have
associated the concept of " soul* with its Christian conno¬
tation as the innately religious part of man’s makeup.

The

acceptance of the " dunlcle Yfelt" amounts to a denial of the
value of morality.
The importance of the moral factor is emphasized by the
appearance of a new symbols

the figure of Cain as the embo¬

diment of the values and powers of the “dark world.”

De-

mian’s unusual interpretation of the story of Cain and Abel,
and of the meaning of the mark of Cain, opens a new realm of
possibilities to Sinclair: up to this time it had not oc¬
curred to him to question the values and standards of the
" lichte Welti* ; now he is faced with a choice which was not
possible before.

For so long as he believed in the intrin¬

sic "rightness?1 of the "lichte T.7elt," Sinclair could never
choose to become part of the other world, no matter how
strongly he were drawn to it.

Demian* s questioning of the

accepted interpretation of the Cain story amounts to an at¬
tack on the entire system of accepted values, and once Sin¬
clair entertains the possibility of such an attack, the
choice is open to him to accept the "dunkle «felt" as a pos¬
sible mode of existence.
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Sinclair1 s involvement with the

11

dunkle Welt," in spite

of his attempt to cling to the innocence of childhood, is
from this moment on inevitable.

"Das Wichtige war: die '

* dunkle Welt', die ’andere Welt* war wieder da.

Y/as einst

Franz Kroner gewesen war, das stak nun in mir selber." (Ill,
144) „ The

11

dunkle Welt" was no longer something strange and

external, it was now a part of Sinclair himself.

This in¬

ternalizing and intensifying of the conflict brings the
polarity of the two worlds to its greatest tension, and
Sinclair begins to see his problem as a fundamental dichotomy
of human existence: "Die Einsicht, dass mein Problem ein
Problem aller Menschen, ein Problem ailes Lebens und Denkens
sei, ttberflog mich pbbtzlich wie ein heiliger Schatten • . .“
(IE, 157).
The amorality symbolized in the figure of Cain is un¬
mistake ably Nietzsche an in spirit.

In Nietzsche^ system of

"Herrenmoral" the strong have no moral obligation to spare
the weak; strength is the measure of superiority, and the
superior being has no laws to obey but his own.

Consequently,

as Demi an interprets it, the murder of Abel lias no moral
significance whatever.
totgeschlagen.

"Also ein Starker hat einen Schwachen

Vielleicht war es eine Heldentat, vielleicht

auch nicht." (HI., 126)

The superiority of the strong man

is so apparent to the others that they imagine him to be set
apart from ordinary men by some sign that they seem to detect
in his face: " Jedenfalls aber waren die andern Schwachen
' jetzt voiler Angst, sie beklagten sich sehr, und wenn man
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sie fragte:

1

Varum schlaget ihr ihn nicht einfach auch

tot?* dann sagten sie nicht: ’Veil wir Feiglinge sind*,
sondern sie sagten: ’Man kann nicht.

Er hat ein Zeichen.

Gott hat ihn gezeichnet!1 " (HI, 126)

But the real differ¬

ence is that Cain is strong and fearless, while they are
weak and cowardly.

And the ’’sign!’ on his brow is nothing

more than ”ein wenig mehr Geist und K&hriheit im Blick, als
die Leute gewohnt warerf’ (III, 125) .

In Hietzschean tenus,

this amounts to a description of Cain, if not as an “Vbermensch-, at least as a man much nearer to the
than the ordinary man.

gibernensch"

Demian’s interpretation of the story

of Cain is in effect an affirmation of Fietzschean amorality
and the aristocratic ideal.
Clarence Boersma has raised the question whether or not
Hesse fully accepts these precepts in their complete and
most violent application to human affairs.

It is true that

Demi an, apparently in ah seriousness, advises Sinclair to
employ violent means, if necessary, to get rid of Kroner:
’’Venn es gar nicht anders geht, dann schlage ihn totï

Es

vtàrde mir imponleren und gefallen, wenn du es tâtest.

Ich

wgirde dir auch he If en

(Ill, 137)

However, when Sinclair

registers anxiety at this suggestion, Demian does not press
the point: ’’Nun gut, . . . Geh nnr nach Hanse!
das schon.

V/ir machen

Obvrohl Totschlagen das einfachste v/àre.

In

solchen Dingen ist das Einfachste immer das Beste.” (Ill,
137)

The direct, violent application of force by the supe¬

rior being would be the best solution to such a problem, if
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only one could bring himself to do it.

Hesse is not ready

to advocate this extreme application of the " Herrenmor al',
although he admires the directness which it seems to re¬
quire.

It is significant that Hesse keeps the actual narra¬

tive of the novel free of any such acts of violence.
only

M

The

Totschla^’ really discussed is the murder of Abel by

Cain, and is hence relegated to the level of a myth -within
the main structure of the novel.

This emphasizes the theo¬

retical character, as far as Hesse is concerned, of the Hietz
schean "Herrenmoral" in the affairs of real life.

A more

explicit statement of this reservation is given in a later
passage:

11

Du sollst gewiss nicht totschlagen cder lâàdchen

lnstmorden, nein.
sehen kann, was
(HI, 158)

Aber du bist noch nicht dort, wo man ein-

,

erlaubt* und ’verboten* eigentlich heisst."

This statement by Demi an is quite close to ISTietz-

sche*s own intention with his "Herreranoral" : not that one
should consider himself free of all restraint in the exercise
of superior strength, but that one should seek to find and
impose his own restraints, those which are to his own advan¬
tage and spring naturally from his own character, without
regard to externally imposed systems of values or regulations
This is the ideal of the übermensch: it becomes Sin¬
clair *s purpose in his self-development to approach this
ideal,

and the first requirement is that he free himself

from the trammels of Christian and bourgeois morality.
Sinclair's initiation into the "dunkle Welt" is really
nothing but an escape from the conventional morality of the
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lichte Welt" .

In Ms dionysian affirmation of all aspects

of life, he finds justification for his resistance to con¬
vention: "V/ir sollen ailes verehren und heilig halten,
nicht hloss diese K&nstlich abgetrennte, offizielle Eàlftel1’
(I3X, 156)

Hesse, like Nietzsche, is convinced that virtue

as conceived by conventional morality is not a quality that
grows from within, but something imposed from without, ac¬
quired for the reward it brings, and hence not intellectually
honest.
While the tension in the polarity of the light and dark
worlds is the dynamic force of the novel, the substance on
which this force acts is the development of Sinclair* s per¬
sonality.

The history of this development makes up the theme

of individuation.

The new insight of psychoanalysis is

coupled with Nietzschean philosophy in the development of
this concept.

The teaching of Jung provided methods of self¬

understanding and self-analysis.

Nietzsche provided a philo¬

sophical affirmation of the importance and worth of the
individual, of his independence from external values.
Nietzsche* s doctrines of the übermensch and amor fati
are essentially doctrines of individuation: they express
the ideal of fullest development of the individual.

The

impulse for this development, according to Nietzsche, lies
»

in the will, which is for Nietzsche at least in part a
conscious will.

In this the Nietzschean concept of self¬

development differs from Jung* s idea of individuation, which
is essentially a subconscious process.

The presentation of
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individuation in Demi an, the Weg

nach Innen or "Weg zu sich

selber hin," is a curious mixture of the two ideas.
Hesse makes extensive use of the Jungian concept of
symbolization as a stylistic and structural device, often
emphasizing the subconscious aspect of this symbo 1-fonnation.
Sinclair creates his symbols largely through painting, an
activity which suggests or perhaps even represents the inner
process of Jungian individuation through symbolization of
subconscious desires.

When Sinclair determines to paint a.,

portrait of Beatrice, the result is clearly not a product of
his conscious effort.

‘'Je mehr ich mir das Gesicht des

Uàdchens vorzustellen suchte, das ich je und je auf der
Stresse antraf, desto weniger wollte es gehen.

Schliesslich

tat ich darauf Verzicht und begann einfach ein Gesicht zu
malen, der Phantasie und den Ftihrungen folgend, die sich aus
dem Begonnenen, aus Farbe und Pins el von selber eigaben."
(Ill, 176)

He first makes several trial attempts, none of

which is satisfactory, but each of which seems somehow "dem
Typ nlàher, wenn auch keines^egs der Wirklichkeit" (III, 176) .
A completely satisfactory result is achieved only when he
surrenders completely to the impulses of the subconscious;
"Mehr und mehr geWÔhnte ich mich daran, mit tràumerischem
Pinsel Linien zu ziehen und Fl&chen zu fallen, die ohne
Vorbild waren, die sich aus spielendem Tasten, aus dem
i

Uribewussten ergaben.

Endlich machte ich eines Tages, fast

bewusstlos, ein Gesicht fertig, das st'àrker als die frtiheren
zu mir sprach."

(Ill, 176)

This final product of Sinclair's
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subconscious is a symbol, an expression of the direction of
his soul.

It is a portrait of Demian.

Although the role of the subconscious in the process
of symbol formation is emphasized, individuation in Demian
is presented as being dependent on the will for its inception;
one who wishes to follow the path of self-development must
exert his will to that end; and, apparently, this is an act
of consciousness.

This is dear from the many exhortations

which Sinclair receives to be "true to his fate," to follow
his own path, to seek his own laws.

These exhortations would

be meaningless if he could not consciously will to follow
them.
But the will is nevertheless not exactly “free*"

It

is bound somehow to the truly innermost desires, and hence
to the subconscious.

Demian explains;

"Ich kann wohl das

und das phantasieren, mir etwaeiribilden, ich wolle uhbedingt
an den ITordpol kommen, Oder so etwas, aber ausf&hren und
genftgend stark wo lien kann ich das nur, we run der ÏÏunsch ganz
in mir selber liegt, wenn wirklich mein ïfesen ganz von ihm
erfMllt ist."

(HI, 152)

That the will can exert itself

below the conscious level is clear from Demian's explanation
of how he came to be sitting next to Sinclair in the con¬
firmation class;
wollte, als

"Ich wusste selber nicht recht, wohin ich

ich von meinem ersten Platz weg begehrte.

wusste nur, dass ich weiter hinten sitzen wo lit e.

Ich

Es war

mein Wille, zu dir zu kommen, der mir aber noch nicht bewusst
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geworden war."

(in,

153)

The paradox of a will which can he to some extent cont

sciously directed, yet is not really ’‘free” and somehow ori¬
ginates in the subconscious, is central to the concept of
individuation in Demi en.

This concept of the will is trace¬

able directly to Nietzsche.

For Nietzsche the word "will"

meant nothing more than the postulated

cause for certain

kinds of observable phenomena for which no observable cause
was available.

In other words, the will is an abstraction

of ignorance, defined as the cause of certain acts for which
no other immediate cause is known: "Der Nille wird erschlossenf—ist keine unmittelbare Thatsache, wie Schopen¬
hauer will ...

Es giebt nicht mehr * Vaille, ’ als was uns

davon bewusst wird.

Das heisst zu gewissen Erscheinungen

des Bewusstseins haben wir den Willen hinzugedichtet(XVI,
288)
Nietzsche believed that behind this "will,11 which was a
mere abstraction and hence had no real existence apart from
its "effects," i.e. the very phenomena it was supposed to
explain, lay a much more fundamental phenomenon: an under¬
lying expression of power (XVI, 290f) .
power is not a conscious act.

This expression of

Hence the "will" is not

by

nature a conscious function of the mind; it springs directly
from the inner being.

The conscious mind can, however, be¬

come aware of this inner force, and if it accepts and affirms
this force, this affirmation is what passes for the conscious
will.

The "will" itself has no causative force: Nietzsche
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speaks of “das grosse Verh'àngniss von Irrthum, dass der Y/ille
etvras ist, das wirktr--dass Y/ille ein Vermbgen 1st • • •
Eeut wlssen wir, dass er bloss ein

Wort ist."

(XVT, 72f)

Nietzsche, in a discussion of the will in his Geburt
der Tragédie, anticipated the basic premise of Jung's theory
of psychoanalysis: “ Die Vorstellung im Geffchl hat zu der
eigentlichen Willensregung nur die

Bedeutung des Symbols »

Dies Symbol ist das Y/ahribild, durch das ein allgemeiner Trieb
eine subjective individuelle Reizung aus\ibt. ...
das Bewusstwerden einer T/illensregung?
werdendes Symbolisieren,"

(III, 236f)

Was ist

Ein immer deutlicher
This is a precise

description of Sinclair's process of individuation.

Although

Hesse probably got these ideas most directly from Jung,
through the medium of Dr, Lang, the possibility of their
Hietzschean origin is clear.
In the matter of coherent formulation, also, Hesse's
individuation probably owes more to Nietzsche than to any
other influence, especially in the matter of Hesse's relation
to bourgeois society.

A concise statement of the problem

of this relation is to be found in Kurgast:

“ Jene andere

• . . Frage nach der Berechtigung des Psycnopathen, j ene
furchtbare und erschftttemde Frage, ob unter gewissen Zeitund Kulturumstànden es nicht rrtlrdiger, edler, richtiger sei,
Psychopath zu vrerden als sich diesen Zeitumst'ànden unter
Opferung aller Ideale anzupassen—diese schlimme Frage,
die Frage aller differenzierten Geister seit Nietzsche ...
bildet ohnehin das Thema fast aller meiner Schriften." (IV, 57f)
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By " Psychopath" Hesse probably means a person who violently
rejects the values of society, or one who simply could not
adjust to life according to those values.

Such a person

would of course be considered a psychopath by the ”nomal1’
members of society.
Hesse was concerned with the problem of the ” differenzierter Geist^ï who has little in common with most of his
contemporaries, whose strong sense of integrity prevents him
from any sort of compromise with a system in which he does
not believe.

In Nietzsche Hesse saw a kindred spirit,

especially in his relation to society.

As Eberhard Hilscher

points out, ”ihn faszinierte Nietzsches geistvoller Karapf
gegen das Fhilistertum, seine Psychologie der Dekadenz, sein
Skeptizismus gegentiber den ttberkommenen V.'erten

27

The idea of individuation is associated with the idea of
the decadence of bourgeois society.

Sinclair’s vision of the

Snerber-svmbol just before the outbreak of war signifies both
the destruction of the old social order and the emergence of
the individual as the most poweiful force in the new world to
come.

Hesse puts his hope not in the social, order, which is

dying—“Diese Tielt, wie sie jetzt ist, will sterben, sie will
zugrunde gehen, und sie wird esM (III, 228)—but in individuals
who rise above it.

This is essentially Nietzsche’s vision of

the ÜJbermensch.
The development of the theme of individuation in Demian
as a composite of the three sub themes Ejsrensinn, Schick sal,
27

Hilscher, 379.
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and Vfille indicates the ITietzschean character of Hesse’s
individuation.
Eigensinn.

To Hesse, the most fundamental of these is

In the essay "Eigensinn!* (1919), he defines this

quality as obedience to an inner law: "Tugend ist: Gehorsam.
Die Frage ist nur, wem man gehorche,
sinn ist Gehorsam.

Uàmlich auch der Eigen-

Aber allé andem, so sehr beliebten und

belobten Tugenden sind Gehorsam gegen Gesetze, welche von
Menschen gegeben sind.

Einzig der Eigensinn ist es, der nach

diesen Gesetzen nicht fragt.

Wer eigensinnig ist, gehorcht

einem anderen Gesetz, einem einzigen, uhbedingt heiligen, dem
Gesetz in sich selbst, dem rSinn * des lEigenen’." (VII, 194)
This concept of Eigensinn is obviously fonnulated in teims
of a reaction against the external pressures of society.
Hesse* s emphasis on the value of the individual is often ex¬
pressed in terms of maintaining freedom from these pressures.
He is especially concerned with the concepts "erlaubt” and
“verboterf* as symbols of external control of the individual,
and he sees this control as a fundamental part of the "lichte
Welt.”

Individuation is, to Hesse,, as much a rejection of

this control as an affirmation of the individual.
Hesse’s Eigens inn-theme in Demi an is concerned v/i1h
nothing so much as the individual’s inner development: Sin¬
clair asserts, ’’abermich interessieren nur die Schritte, die
ich in meinem Lebentat, urn zu mir selbst zu gelangen” (IH,
143) .

This ” zu sich selbst gelangen,” " selbstwerden,” as he

calls it in another passage, or Weg nach Imen, has, of
course, overtones of psychoanalysis, in that emphasis is
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placed on self-observation and self-understanding based on

a

strongly narcissistic fascination with the unexplored

depths of the self.
The philosophical concept of

M

individual,” however, as

it appears in Demi an. is that developed by Nietzsche ï indi¬
viduation to him meant the means of attainment of the ffbermensch; the highest development of the individual was to be
the basis for the development of a new species of man: “Die
Menschheit muss fortw&hrend daran arbeiten, einzelne grosse
Menschen zru erzeugen—und dies und nichts..anderes sonst ist
ihre Aufgabe(VII, 88)

Nietzsche emphasized the creation

by the individual of new values: “Das Individuum ist etwas
ganz

Neues und Neuschaffendes? etwas absolutes, allé Eand-

lungen ganz sein Eigen.

Die V.'erthe fdr seine Handlungen ent-

nimmt der Einzelne zuletzt doch sich selber: we il er auch
die ttberlieferten Y/orte sich ganz individuell deuten muss."
(XIX, 187)

In fact, the individual is coming into predomi¬

nance over the heretofore well established institutions of
church, state, etc, as the maker of values: “Y/ir treten in
das Zeitalter der geistigsten und freiesten Individuen,
Ungeheuer viel geistige Kraft ist ira Umschvnmg.

Zeitalter

des Genie's: bisher verhindert durch Sitte, Sittlichkeit,
u.s.w."

(XI, 222)

Exactly this is Hesse's hope for the

future of mankind: “Und dann wird sich zeigen, dass der
Nille der Menschheit nie und nirgends gleich ist mit dem der
heutigen Gemeinschaften, der Staaten und Vôlker, der Vereine
und Kirchen.

Sondera das, was die Natur mit dem Menschen
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will, steht in den einzelnen geschrieben, in dir und mir.
Es stand in Jesus, es stand in Nietzsche." (Ill, 229)
Sinclair, however, does not find it easy to follow the
Nietzsche an precept of unyielding fidelity to self.

For

him it is a constant struggle, a matter of rigid self-control
and resistance to temptations

” Nichts auf der Y/elt ist dem

Menschen mehr zuwider, als den Yfeg zu gehen, der ihn zu sich
selber f\îLhrtî" (III, 142)

The conflict is the same as that

which lies at the hottom of the polarity of Hesse’s “zwei
YYelteri1 j

the longing for the security of social approval,

of conformity, in conflict with the austerity of selfaffirmation.

Hesse felt, as did Nietzsche, the inherent

loneliness of the man who is true only to himself, accepting
no superior measure or standard.

This loneliness is an in¬

escapable consequence of the process of individuation, and
Sinclair accepts ihis fact with an expression which is remi¬
niscent of the language of Zarathustra: ” Viel Einsamkeit
hatte ich schon gekostet.

Nun ahnte ich, das es tiefere

gab, und das sie unentrinhbar sei.” (Ill, 221)
This loneliness is always associated with coldness and
emptiness: "Viele erleben das Sterben und Neugeborenwerden,
das unser Schicksal ist, nur dies eine Mai im Leben . . .
wenn ailes Liebgewordene uns verlassen will und wir pl&tzlich
die Einsamkeit und tftdliche K&lte des Neltraums urn uns ftthlen."
(Ill, 144)

Demian, at the times when lie withdraws within him¬

self, is surrounded by

11

eine Leere oder Efthle oder etwas

dergleicheri1 (in, ISO); Sinclair himself comes to know "die
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•merk\*rt!irdige Leere und Vereinsaniang” (HI, 163) .

This also

is reminiscent of Nietzsche, especially in Also Snrach Zarathustra.

Zarathustra cries out against his loneliness:

"Ach, Eis ist urn mi chi” (XIII, 137)

Zarathustra^ home is

in the cold emptiness of the mountain, and even his wisdom
is associated with coldness: “Kalt stitot jede tiefe Erkenntnis.,, (XIH, 134)

In Demian,

M

Leereu and "K^lte” be¬

come a leitmotif associated with loneliness and also with
Demian, thus associating the two and also suggesting a
connection with Zarathustra.
With such stylistic indications as this, Hesse inten¬
tionally leads the reader to associate Nietzsche with this
theme.

Thus without expounding the philosophical "basis of

the concept of individuation, he suggests its Nietzschean.
character by associating it stylistically with Nietzsche.
Even the use of Demian as a character in the novel and also
as a symbol* or, perhaps more precisely, as an ideal, is a
stylistic reminder of Nietzsche: Zarathustra serves the same
double purpose in Also Snrach Zarathustra.
The fundamentally Nietzschean character of the theme of
individuation in Demian is most apparent in the part which
the concepts of Schicksal and 7/ille play in its development.
In Demian, the strongest expression of the theme of indivi¬
duation takes the form of a Nietzschean amor fati.

Sinclair

comes to this realization in his judgment of Pistorius:
M

Seine Sache war, das eigene Schicksal zu finden, nicht ein

beliebiges, und es in sich auszuleben, ganz und ungebrochen.
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Ailes andere

w

ar halb, war Versuch zu entrinnen, war E&ck-

flucht ins Ideale der Masse, war Anpassung’ und Angst vor
dem eigenen Imern. . . ,

Ich war ein T.ïurf der- Hatur, ein

Yîurf ins Ungewisse, vielleicht zu Heuem, vielleicht zu
Hichts, und diesen V/urf aus der Urtiefe auswirken zu lassen,
seinen 7/illen in mir zu ftthlen und ihn ganz zu meinem zu
machen, das aile in war mein Beruf.” (Ill, 221)
The ideal of Schicksalstreue is expressed in Demian’s
interpretation of the story of the unconverted thief: ”Er
pfeift auf eine Bekehrung, die ja in seiner Lage hloss noch
ein h&bsches Gerede sein kaim, er geht seinen Heg zu Ende
und sagt sich nicht im Ietzten Augeriblick feig vom Teufel
los, der ihm bisher dahin hat helfen n&ssen.”

(in,

155f)

The essence of this ideal is a feeling of personal integrity;
for in Hesse’s formulation of the idea, Schicksal is inse¬
parable from Selbst.

The only fate with which Hesse is

really concerned is the fate of Selbstwerden: his 77eg nach
Innen is his fatum.

This is the meaning he finds in the

epigram from Hovelis: 11 Schicksal und Gemftt sind Hamen eines
Begriffes.” (Ill, 178)

The same idea is present in Hietzsche

also, although it is by no means strongly developed: 11 Jede
Handlung eines Henschen [hat] einen unbegrenzt grossen Einfluss • • . auf ailes Kommende.

Dieselbe Ehrfurcht, die

er, fückw'àrts schauend, dem ganzen Schicksal weiht, hat er
sich seller mit zu weihen.

Ego fatum.” (XVI, 69f)

Thus the concept o£ fate is developed into a part of
the theme of individuation.

A person’s fate is nothing
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other than the ultimate expression of his individuality.
The individual must accept this fate as the necessary con¬
sequence of his character; not to do so amounts to a denial
of self, which, according to Demian, is sin;

“Von sich

selber wegkommen ist Stade." (m, 160)
The most prominent symbol which Sinclair creates to
represent his fate is the Snerber.

Sinclair’s painting

pictures the bird of prey emerging from a cracked globe,
representing the world.

In this representation of his fate,

Sinclair is actually portraying the emergence of his own
fully developed personality.

The symbol creates an image of

freedom and power, of independence, of destruction of outgrown
confinements.

The internalization of this fate is symbolized

in vivid terms when Sinclair devours the Snerber in a dream
(IIX, 182) •

The same symbolic act is employed again with

respect to another of Sinclair’s symbols, the Beatrice-Demian
portrait;

"Da meinte ich mich dunkel zu besinnen, dass ich

es verbrannt h'àtte.

Oder war es ein Traum gewesen, dass ich

es in meinen Htaden verbrannt und die Asche gegessen h&tte?"
(Ill, 212)
Sinclair’s "creation!1 of the symbol is the act of recog¬
nition of the fate which lies within his personality; his
devouring it signifies the act of acceptance.

This restric¬

tion of the will, this subordination of the wall to fate, is
a fact which the individuated personality must learn to
accept, as does Sinclair: "Dann blickte ich in mich und sah
meinem Schicksalsbild in die offenstarren Augen.

Sie konnten
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voll "Efeisheit sein, sie kormten Liebe strahlen Oder tiefe
Bosheit, es war einerlei.

Hichts davon durfte man v/àhlen,

nichts durfte man wo lien.

Han durfte' nur sich wo lien, nur

sein S chi des al.”

(HI, 222)

The employment of the word

durfte in the last two sentences rather than the word komte
is significant.

One can

or that which is not.

Trill

either that which is his fate

One mav will only his fate.

This

statement expresses a value judgment between two possible
acts, and asserts the validity of the Hietzschean imperative
of amor fati.
The theme of Abraxas as the symbol of the union of the
dark world and light contains another characteristically
Hietzschean affirmation;

that of the positive role of

destruction, violence, and evil, all of which are necessaiy
for the construction of anything new.

The chapter of Also

Snrach Zarathustra entitled "Vom Baum am Berge” relates “an
incident that illuminates this theme;

Zarathustra comes

upon a youth leaning against a tree and gazing tiredly into
the valley.

"Zarathustra fasste den Baum an, bei welchem der

Jangling sass, und sprach also;

'Sfenn ich diesen Baum da mit

meinen E&nden scMtteln wollœ, ich wttrde es nicht venrfôgen.
Aber der Wind, den wir nicht sehen, der qu&lt und biegt ihn,
wohin er will.

Wir werden am schlimmsten von unsichtbaren

Eànden gebogen und gequ&lt. ...
wie mit dem Baume,

es ist mit dem Henschen

Je mehr er hinauf in die Ebhe und Helle

will, um so stàrker streben seine T/urzeln erdv/àrts, abw&rts,
in's Dunkle, Tiefe,—in's B’ôse.» "

(XIII, 48)

The "invisible
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hands” which hend and plague a man at will are his subcon¬
scious drives, some of the strongest of which, such as the
sexual drive, are labelled "evil” by Christian

morality.

But he who strives for self-betteiment finds himself delving
deeper and deeper into these darkest reaches of his soul.
He can never attain freedom until he accepts "das B'ôse” as
a valid part of his personality: "In die freie E&he willst
du, nach Sternen d&rstet deine Seele.
men Triebe d&rsten nach Freiheit.

Aber auch deine schlim-

Deine wilden Hunde wo Hen

in die Freiheit; sie Dellen vor Lust in ihrem Keller, wenn
dein Geist aile Gefàngnisse zu lôsen trachtet.

• • •

gen muss sich auch noch der Befreite des Geistes.

Reini-

Viel

Gefàngniss und iloder ist noch in ihm zurtock; rein muss noch
sein Auge werden."

(XHI, 50)

The predicament of the youth in this episode is pre¬
cisely the seme as that of Sinclair in the earliest part of
the novel: he has not yet accepted the necessity of complete
affirmation of all facets of his being; he suffers under the
dichotomy within him because he denies half of his own soul.
But Sinclair soon achieves this affirmation with the aid of
the symbolic divinity Abraxas: ”V/ir K6nnen uns den ITamen etwa
denken als den einer Gottheit, welche die symbolische Aufgabe
hatte, das Gbttliche und das Teuflische zu vereinigen.”

(Ill,

186)
The role of destruction in preparing the way for higher
development is an important part of this theme.

As Çemian

wrote to Sinclair, explaining the meaning of Sinclair’s
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painting oi the coat of arms: "I7er geboren v/er&en will,
muss eine Helt zerstôren." (Ill, 335)

a

This is practically

paraphrase of Hietzsche* s words: "Und wer ein Schftpfer

sein muss ... wahrlich, der muss ein Vernichter erst sein
und Werthe zerbrechen." (XHI, 149)
The highest form of creativity to Hesse, as to Hietzsche,
is the creation of self.

Hesse even makes use of precisely

the same metaphor as Hietzsche to express, this idea, although
it is probably not so much a matter of imitation as simply
that the metaphor readily suggests itself.
to Sinclair cryptically proclaims:
aus dem Ei.

Demian * s note

"Der Vogel kèmpft sich

Das Ei ist die V/elt." (IH, 135)

In the same

passage in Also Sorach Zarathustra previously referred to,
Hietzsche has Zarathustra say: "Aher eine st&rkere Gewalt
w*àchst aus euren Uerthen uni eine neue Ubeiwindung: an der
zerbricht Ei und Eierschale

(XIII, 149)

As the novel comes to a close, the consequences of the
Hietzsche an ideal are applied to the fate of Europe.

The

imminent collapse of the social structure, preliminary to
the rise of the new age of the individual, is prophesied in
unambiguous terms: Sinclair sees a vision of his Sperbersymbol rising in the sky.

Demian dreams of a great plain

covered with burning villages.
"Die Helt will sich emeuern.

Demian interprets these signs:
Es riecht nach Tod.

Heues komnrt ohne Tod." (Ill, 247)

Hichts

Europe was at war.

But

this was a war- of self-destruction: "Die Urgefihle, auch die
wildesten, galten nicht dem Feinde, ihr blutiges 7/erk war nur
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Ausstrahlung des Innem, der in. sich zerspaltenen Seele,
welche rasen und tôt en, vernichten und sterben oolite, um
neu geboren werden zu kônnen.

Es kàmpfte sich ein Riesen-

vogel ans dem Ei, und das Ei -war die Y/elt, und die Welt
musste in, Trimmer gehen.”

(Ill, 254)

The ’•Riesenvogel"

is the same Snerber which served as the symbol of Sinclair* s
individuation; here it takes on a more general significance
as the symbol of the fate of the world.

This fate is the

rise of a new golden age of individuals, which will come
after the destruction of the old order and its institutions
which have heretofore prevented its coming.
The individuated personalities of our own age, the bear¬
ers of the mark of Cain, are to be the leaders in the coming
destruction and renewal.

The

11

Gezeichneten,*? as Hesse calls

them, are those who are completely individuated, who remain
true to their fate, who have the strength to follow their own
inner laws.

The figure of Cain is the symbol of this self-

affirmation, rigid adherence to inner laws and disdain for
the laws of society.
These

,,

Gezeichneten,,seem to form a sort of cult or

brotherhood similar to the Gnostic cult of the Kainiten.
Sinclair feels that Demian and Frau Eva are part of such a
cult, into which he himself is to be initiated: "Hicht in
die Kirche war ich nun bereit aufgenommen zu werden, sondem
in etwas ganz. anderes, in einen Orden des Gedankens und der
Persbnlichkeit, der irgendwie auf Erden existieren musste
und als dessen Vertreter Oder Bo ten ich me in en Freund
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empfand."

(Ill, 159f)

This idea of an order or cult of "Gezeichneten" shows

a lack of acceptance of the full consequences of withdrawal
from the social system, of complete assertion of the indivi¬
dual, although its declared purpose was to bring, about the
golden age of individuation.

An acute feeling of loneliness

and a desire for conmunication can be discerned in Sinclair's
need for some sort of social relationship, some sort of
brotherhood of kindred spirits, " der irgeirrie auf Erden
existieren musste."
Part of the motive behind this is a belief in human
progress, which Hesse conceived as social progress as well
as progress in the development of the individual.

Here he

departs completely from Nietzsche, who did not recognize the
possibility of social progress.

Nietzsche's hope for the

future of mankind rests exclusively and irrevocably on the
individual,

Hesse's dream for the new age is a social dream,

his hope is for social evolution.

He declares in the end an

underlying faith in mankind: "Mit der Zeit sah ich aber,
dass ich die Menschen untersch&tzt hatte.

So sehr der Dienst

und die gemeinsame Gefahr sie uniformierte, ich sah doch
viele, Lebende und Sterbende, sich dem Schicksalswillen
prachtvoll r&hem. , , ,

Mochten diese glenben und meinen,

was immer sie wollten—sie waren bereit, sie waren brauchbar,
aus ihnen v/iirde sich Zukunft formen lassen." (HI, 254)
Whether this is the foundation of a "more democratic
moral imperative," as Boersma suggests, is doubtful.

But
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it is clear that in the vision.of the ne?/ age, mankind as

a

whole will Toe improved.

In

other v/ords, this is not the

Hietzschean ideal of a society vrhich produces great indivi¬
duals as part of a ” master class'* ; what Hesse envisions is

a

brotherhood of' all humanity.
Hesse’s development of the Hietzschean themes as

factors in Sinclair’s inner development is complete and
consistent.

The ideals of amor fati, Eigensinn. and

Herrenmoral are firmly established as the goals of his
development as an individuated personality.

These ideals,

however, remain ideals of the spirit; they are never exer¬
cised as guides to action in real life.

Very little of

real life, indeed, takes place in Demi an: the center of
concern is in Sinclair’s inner development.

This indicates

that Hesse was interested in the ideas presented, including
the llietzschean themes, only as they apply to the world of
the spirit, as a dialectic ?/ithin the individual.

The con¬

cepts are developed throughout the novel in this sense,
and it is for this reason that the turning in the end to a
concern for the fate of Europe seems an incongruous appen¬
dage to the work.
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